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Jira Server/Datacenter
Introduction

Getting started from Jira Server/Datacenter

The getting started guide is available here

Questions

Recent Questions
Topics:

connector-onpremise-jira
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How to resolve sprint snyc errors after bulk sync of sprints?
0 answers
Thilo Baier
about 9 hours ago
connector-onpremise-jira
exalate

0
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Writing script to prevent attachments over 35MB from syncing from Salesforce to ADO/JIRA
1 answer
Kaleigh Garcia
Apr 08, 2024
connector-cloud-salesforce
connector-onpremise-jira
usecase
jira
exalate
ado
configuration
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Labels not setting on Jira Issue
1 answer
Kaleigh Garcia
Apr 03, 2024
connector-onpremise-jira
connector-cloud-salesforce
exalate
connector-cloud-jira
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Unable to use External Groovy Scripts in Jira Datacenter
1 answer
Marco Kröger
Dec 08, 2023
connector-onpremise-jira
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How to sync field that has been added to an existing connection?
2 answers
Daniel
Dec 03, 2023
Space: Exalate
connector-onpremise-jira
connector-cloud-salesforce

0
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getLocalIssueFromRemoteId() always returns null
1 answer
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Sebastian Ignacio Kuhnel
Nov 28, 2023
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Does exalate support "Parent Link" between initiative and epics
4 answers
Steven Camilleri
Nov 28, 2023
connector-onpremise-jira
connector-cloud-jira
exalate
configuration
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Why does Exalate 5.6.0 not display sync rules when operated behind a firewall?
3 answers
Johannes Hamfler
Sep 26, 2023
Space: Exalate
exalate
connector-onpremise-jira
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Jira on premise - local connection with one way comments
1 answer
Brad Marsh
Sep 25, 2023
Space: Exalate
connector-onpremise-jira
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Conditional Sync of Request Participants and Watchers in Jira Service Management from Jira 
Data Center

4 answers
Jaspreet Kaur
Sep 22, 2023
Space: Exalate
script
scripting
connector-onpremise-jira
connector-cloud-jira
usecase
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